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Abstract. We use mid-infrared spectral decomposition to separate the 6 µm mid-infrared AGN continuum from the host
emission in the ISO low resolution spectra of 71 active galaxies and compare the results to observed and intrinsic 2−10 keV
hard X-ray fluxes from the literature. We find a correlation between mid-infrared luminosity and absorption corrected hard X-ray
luminosity, but the scatter is about an order of magnitude, significantly larger than previously found with smaller statistics. Main
contributors to this scatter are likely variations in the geometry of absorbing dust, and AGN variability in combination with
non-simultaneous observations. There is no significant difference between type 1 and type 2 objects in the average ratio of mid-
infrared and hard X-ray emission, a result which is not consistent with the most simple version of a unified scheme in which
an optically and geometrically thick torus dominates the mid-infrared AGN continuum. Most probably, significant non-torus
contributions to the AGN mid-IR continuum are masking the expected difference between the two types of AGN.
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1. Introduction

The mid-infrared and hard X-rays are two of the regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum that are of particular interest for the
study of active galactic nuclei (AGN). Hard X-rays, unless ex-
tremely obscured in fully Compton-thick objects, can provide
a direct view to the central engine, and are often believed to
be a reasonable isotropic measure of the bolometric luminos-
ity of the AGN. The nuclear infrared continuum in Seyferts, in
contrast, is due to AGN emission reprocessed by dust, either in
the putative torus or on somewhat larger scales, e.g. inside the
Narrow Line Region. The observed mid-infrared emission is
thus a function not only of the AGN luminosity but also of the
distribution of the obscuring matter and of the viewing direc-
tion of the observer. In the most simple form this is due to the
covering factor and distance of the obscuring dust, but much
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more complex radiative transfer effects may occur in high opti-
cal depth configurations (e.g. Pier et al. 1992). In general terms,
measurements of the mid-infrared continuum in conjunction
with hard X-ray observations can be thought of as testing uni-
fication scenarios for AGN. A tight relation between the two
quantities has recently been reported by Krabbe et al. (2001)
on the basis of mid-infrared imaging of eight nearby Seyferts.
Clavel et al. (2000) have found a large difference between the
equivalent widths of the mid-infrared aromatic “PAH” emis-
sion features in type 1 and 2 Seyferts. Under the assumption
that the type 1 and 2 subsamples are well matched in AGN lu-
minosity and host properties, they interpret this as an orien-
tation dependent depression of continuum in Seyfert 2s with
respect to the host-related isotropic PAH emission.

The issue is plagued, however, by the technical difficulty
of isolating the AGN mid-infrared continuum from the host
galaxy emission. IRAS has readily detected large numbers
of AGN, but the host contribution to these large beam in-
frared spectral energy distributions (e.g. Spinoglio et al. 1995)
is not easy to quantify and significant in all but the very pow-
erful AGN. One way to address this difficulty is high spatial
resolution imaging from groundbased telescopes, e.g. in the L-
and M-bands (e.g. Alonso-Herrero et al. 2001) or the N-band
(e.g. Maiolino et al. 1995; Krabbe et al. 2001). This method
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produces reliable results in cases of good surface brightness
contrast between AGN and host, but can face ambiguities in
cases where the AGN is surrounded by intense star formation
on scales similar to the spatial resolution used, in particular if
the observations are diffraction limited by a moderate size tele-
scope (e.g. NGC 6240, NGC 4945; Krabbe et al. 2001).

We use the alternative approach of isolating the AGN mid-
infrared continuum spectrally, making use of the sizeable
database of low resolution mid-infrared spectra of AGN that
are a legacy of the Infrared Space Observatory ISO. Low res-
olution spectra of galaxies can be decomposed into three com-
ponents (Laurent et al. 2000): a component dominated by the
aromatic “PAH” features arising in photodissociation regions
or the diffuse interstellar medium of the host, an HII region
very small grain continuum rising steeply towards wavelengths
beyond 10 µm, and for active galaxies a typically flatter ther-
mal AGN dust continuum. Starlight is unimportant except for
quiescent objects like ellipticals or nearby spirals with weak
central star formation or AGN activity. The three components
may also be obscured, with the additional complication of ice
features (Spoon et al. 2002). A full spectral decomposition ac-
counting for all these effects can be attempted in cases of good
signal-to-noise ratio and full wavelength coverage (e.g. Tran
et al. 2001; Spoon et al. 2004). Since most of our data are for
the restricted ISOPHOT range (5.8 to 11.8 µm) that limits the
accuracy of separating silicate absorption and PAH emission,
and since some spectra are of limited S/N, we follow a more
straightforward approach.

In the range covered by the ISOPHOT spectra, the
AGN emission is most easily isolated shortwards of the com-
plex of aromatic emission features (Laurent et al. 2000). We
determine a continuum at 6 µm rest wavelength, and eliminate
non-AGN emission that will in many cases be present in the
fairly large beam. This is done by subtracting a star formation
template scaled with the strength of the aromatic “PAH” fea-
tures arising in the host or in circumnuclear star formation.
This method does not require to spatially resolve the AGN
from the contaminating star formation, and will face its lim-
its only when trying to identify a weak AGN in the presence
of strong star formation or a stellar continuum that can be de-
tectable for the most nearby galaxies. Our sample of 71 AGN
is then used to quantify the relation of mid-infrared and X-
ray emission at significantly better statistics than previously
possible.

2. Data

We have included in our sample those Seyferts or Quasars
with low resolution spectra in the ISO archive for which hard
X-ray observations were available in the literature. Since our
main goal is a comparison of thermal infrared emission with
hard X-rays we have excluded objects believed to have a
significant synchrotron contribution in the mid-infrared (e.g.
Cen A, 3C 273). Of the Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies for
which a significant number of ISO spectra is available, we have
restricted ourselves to a number of the brightest objects with
clear and undisputed AGN contribution.

2.1. Infrared spectroscopy

Most of the spectra are from a rereduction of chopped
ISOPHOT-S spectra of galactic nuclei in the ISO archive
(Spoon et al. 2004, in preparation). The reduction was done
using PIA1 version 9.0.1. Steps in the data reduction included:
1) deglitching on ramp level; 2) subdivision of ramps in four
sections of 32 non destructive read-outs; 3) ramp fitting to
derive signals; 4) masking of bad signals by eye-inspection;
5) kappa sigma and min/max clipping on remaining signal
distribution; 6) determination of average signal per chopper
plateau; 7) masking or correction of bad plateaux by eye-
inspection; 8) background subtraction by subtracting off-source
from on-source plateaux; 9) finally, flux calibration, using the
signal dependent spectral response function. The absolute cal-
ibration is accurate to within 20%. The ISOPHOT-S aper-
ture is 24′′ × 24′′ and in many cases includes noticeable host
emission. A few spectra are based on different reductions.
Circinus and NGC 1068 were observed in staring mode, and
for NGC 4945 the ramp division of step 2) used only two
sections. Mrk 1014 was reduced with the earlier PIA 7.2 and
scaled to the PIA 9.0.1 flux scale. For NGC 1808 we have
used an ISOCAM-CVF spectrum (Laurent et al. 2000 and priv.
communication).

We derive the 6 µm AGN continuum by a decomposition
over a range from 5.5 µm rest wavelength (or the minimum
rest wavelength covered) to 6.85 µm. With the exception of
the 6.2 µm PAH feature (also associated with a continuum-like
“plateau”), this region is relatively free of spectral structures or
strong emission lines. Absorption features from ice (6 µm) and
hydrocarbons (6.8 µm) are found in highly obscured objects
but are mostly undetected in our AGN sample (see Spoon et al.
2002). We can thus fit the spectrum by the superposition of a
star formation component dominated by the 6.2 µm PAH fea-
ture and a simple linear approximation for the AGN continuum.
For the star formation component, we use the SWS spectrum
of M 82 (Sturm et al. 2000), rebinned to the exact sampling of
the individual low resolution spectra. Figure 1 illustrates this
using the example of NGC 7469 which is well known to host
both a powerful type 1 AGN and a strong circumnuclear star
forming ring (e.g., Mazzarella et al. 1994; Genzel et al. 1995).
The correction for “continuum” associated with the aromatic
emission is relatively modest in this object, but more than half
in some Seyferts in our sample. The results of the fit procedure
are a 6 µm continuum as illustrated in Fig. 1 and an average
flux density of the PAH component over the rest wavelength
range 6.1 to 6.35 µm, both including a 1+z correction so that
the rest frame spectrum ν fν matches the observed frame one.

The SWS spectrum of M 82 is technically well suited for
this decomposition but represents just a single object that may
be not fully representative for star forming objects in general,
given a certain dispersion in relative importance of “PDR” and
“HII” components in the sense of the model of Laurent et al.
(2000). We have thus applied the decomposition also to a num-
ber of bona fide star forming galaxies (NGC 23, NGC 232,
NGC 520, IC 342, NGC 3256, M 83, NGC 5653, NGC 6090,

1 PIA is a joint development by the ESA Astrophysics division and
the ISOPHOT consortium.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the decomposition used to isolate the AGN con-
tinuum. Top panel: ISOPHOT-S spectrum of the mixed AGN/starburst
galaxy NGC 7469, showing strong PAH emission as well as an el-
evated continuum. Bottom panel: Cutout of the region around the
6.2 µm PAH feature. Top continuous line = observed spectrum. Top
dotted line = fit by the sum of the rebinned SWS M 82 PAH spectrum
and a linear AGN continuum. Bottom dotted line = fitted AGN contin-
uum. Bottom continuous line = difference of observed spectrum and
fitted PAH component. The thick vertical line indicates the AGN 6 µm
continuum, obtained by evaluating the fitted continuum at that wave-
length. An additional correction is applied to this value to account for
differences between M 82 and an average starburst.

NGC 6946, NGC 7252, NGC 7552), excluding starbursts with
clear evidence for an additional minor AGN (e.g. NGC 3690,
Della Ceca et al. 2002). Indeed, M 82 is found to have rela-
tively low 6 µm continuum compared to most of these objects.
Averaging over all these star forming objects including M 82
we find a mean residual 6 µm continuum which is 0.096 times
the average 6.1 to 6.35 µm PAH flux density, with a dispersion
of 0.085. We consider both this average value and the disper-
sion in our analysis of AGN. The 6 µm AGN continua listed in
Table 1 are the values obtained after subtracting from the direct
fit result 0.096 times the average 6.1 to 6.35 µm PAH flux den-
sity. Error estimates for the 6 µm continuum are the quadratic
sum of two components. The first is a measurement error based
on individual pixel noise derived from the dispersion in the
difference of observation and fit. The second is 0.085 times
the average 6.1 to 6.35 µm PAH flux density, thus considering
the dispersion in the properties of the comparison star forming
galaxies. Either component is found to dominate for part of the
AGN sample, depending on S/N and the relative importance of

the PAHs. Limits quoted in Table 1 are 3σ limits based on these
considerations.

We ascribe the 6 µm continuum derived in this way to
an AGN. This is not strictly correct in all cases, as very
intense star forming environments outside of the parameter
range covered by our comparison objects also can produce a
stronger continuum with relatively weak PAH at these wave-
lengths. This is true, for example, for the obscured region in
SBS 0335-052 (Thuan et al. 1999), the mid-infrared peak in
the Antennae (Mirabel et al. 1998), and likely the circumnu-
clear region of Arp 220 (Spoon et al. 2004). We consider this
of minor importance, however, for our sample which does not
include star forming dwarfs, and only some of the best estab-
lished AGN among the ULIRGs.

In some of the weaker AGN in nearby galaxies, photo-
spheric emission from the central old stellar population may
contribute significantly to the measured 6 µm continuum. The
6 µm stellar continuum can be extrapolated from the stellar
K-band continuum. From four ellipticals without PAH emis-
sion (NGC 3379, NGC 4374, NGC 2300, NGC 4649; Lu et al.
2003, Xilouris et al. 2004, S. Madden priv. comm.) we estimate
a scaling S 6 µm ∼ 0.19 × S 2.2 µm. We cannot directly apply this
extrapolation to our sample objects, since it applies only to the
stellar K-band, and decompositions of the K-band continuum
inside our aperture into stellar and AGN are usually not avail-
able. We have verified, however, that the conclusions reached
in Sect. 3 are robust to stellar continuum contributions. For this
purpose, we have repeated as an extreme assumption our analy-
sis after subtracting directly from the 6 µm continuum obtained
in the spectral decomposition 0.19 times the total K-band con-
tinuum in an ISOPHOT-S aperture, which can be extrapolated
with modest uncertainty from 2MASS data accessible in NED.
The results given in Table 2 did not change significantly. We
did not adopt these values, however, since they imply a sys-
tematic overcorrection for the many AGN dominated objects.
Instead, we mark in Table 1 the few cases where a strong stellar
contribution to our measured 6 µm continuum is likely.

We do not attempt a correction of the mid-infrared fluxes
for foreground extinction. Published extinction values for those
objects refer to different tracers, and their applicability to the
region dominating the mid-infrared flux is uncertain. Since the
extinction at 6 µm is 1/20 or less of the visual extinction, typical
AV values from optical studies are irrelevant in any case. In
the discussion of individual objects in the Appendix, we also
mention NGC 6240 and NGC 4945 where obscuration of the
mid-infrared AGN continuum is likely significant.

2.2. X-ray emission

We have compiled the X-ray fluxes in the 2−10 keV range
from various literature sources using data from different satel-
lites (e.g. ASCA, BeppoSAX, Chandra, XMM). For Seyfert 2s
for which the absorbing column density NH could be measured
(most cases), the authors generally provide reliable measure-
ments of the instrinsic, absorption-corrected hard X-ray flux.
The intrinsic X-ray flux cannot be recovered when only a lower
limit to NH is inferred; this is the case for totally Compton thick
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Fig. 2. Distance distribution for the objects in our sample, separated
by type 1 (1 to 1.5) and 2 (1.8 to 2) Seyferts. Light shading identi-
fies those Seyfert 2’s where no absorption correction to the AGN hard
X-ray emission was possible. We adopted distances derived assuming
H0 = 75, q0 = 0.5 except for M 51 (8.4 Mpc), M 81 (3.63 Mpc) and
Circinus (4 Mpc).

nuclei with NH > 1025 cm−2, which are absorbed at all ener-
gies, or for mildly Compton thick nuclei with NH > 1024 cm−2

which are lacking data at E > 10 keV, i.e. for which any trans-
mitted flux at high energy cannot be probed. For Seyfert 1
galaxies without published X-ray column we have assumed that
observed and intrinsic flux can be safely adopted to be equal
because of typically low absorbing columns. Figure 2 shows
the distance distributions both for the full sample and for the
subsample with absorption corrected X-ray fluxes.

3. Results

The observed mid-infrared and hard X-ray fluxes are listed in
Table 1 and summarized in Fig. 3. The diagram shows the ex-
pected separation between type 1 and type 2 Seyferts, hard
X-ray emission in the latter often being strongly absorbed.
More interesting is the comparison with absorption corrected
X-ray fluxes shown in Fig. 4. A correlation between hard
X-rays and infrared continuum is indicated in this diagram but
with considerable scatter that is not due to observational error
in the mid-IR spectra. There is no offset between type 1 and
2 objects any more. Figure 5 compares mid-infrared and X-ray
luminosities. Hard X-ray and mid-infrared luminosity correlate
over four orders of magnitude in luminosity, the ratio of the two

Fig. 3. Observed hard X-ray fluxes vs. 6 µm AGN continuum for the
sample galaxies. Diamonds indicate type 1 Seyferts (including objects
classified as types 1, 1.2, 1.5), asterisks indicate type 2 Seyferts (in-
cluding objects classified as types 1.8, 1.9, 2). Thin horizontal lines,
in most cases smaller than the symbols, indicate the 1σ uncertainty of
the 6 µm detections.

Fig. 4. Hard X-ray fluxes corrected for absorption vs. 6 µm AGN con-
tinuum for those objects where an absorption corrected X-ray flux was
available. Symbols are as in Fig. 3. The dotted line indicates slope 1,
it is not a fit.

shows no clear trend with luminosity. The data are consistent
with the same mean ratio, with considerable dispersion, over
the entire range of luminosity.

3.1. The scatter in the relation between mid-infrared
continuum and hard X-ray emission

Figure 6 shows histograms for the ratio of hard X-ray flux
and mid-infrared AGN continuum, separated by Seyfert type.
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Fig. 5. Hard X-ray luminosities corrected for absorption vs. 6 µm
AGN continuum luminosities for those objects where an absorption
corrected X-ray flux was available. Symbols are as in Fig. 3. The dot-
ted line indicates slope 1, it is not a fit.

The dispersion is considerable, the ratio for Seyfert 1s varying
over an order of magnitude. Ratios for type 2 Seyferts scat-
ter yet wider. This may be partly due to inaccuracies in the
absorption correction in the X-ray data. The current data do
not allow to determine with certainty whether there is in real-
ity a larger spread for type 2 than for type 1. The two outly-
ing objects Mrk 463 and NGC 6240 are briefly discussed in the
Appendix. The spread observed in our sample is significantly
larger than in the imaging study of Krabbe et al. (2001), where
with the exception of the outlier NGC 6240 the ratio of intrin-
sic hard-X and mid-IR emission varies by just a factor of 3−4.
This was probably a fortuitious effect of the small sample in-
cluding ∼10 times less objects than the present study. Given
the many factors of AGN spectral energy distribution and ge-
ometry relating the hard X-ray flux and the dust reradiation of
AGN emission in the mid-infrared, the larger scatter is not sur-
prising. Another significant contribution to the spread is likely
due to AGN variability. The X-ray and infrared measurements
summarized in Table 1 were usually taken several years apart.
Even in case of simultaneous observations, short term variabil-
ity of the central engine may contribute to the scatter because
of different time response and time averaging effects for the
X-rays and for the larger scale dust.

3.2. No significant difference between Seyfert 1
and Seyfert 2 types

A surprising result given the reasonable statistics of the
present sample is the failure to detect the difference be-
tween type 1 and type 2 Seyferts that is predicted by the
most straightforward versions of unified models. The median
log (F(2−10 keV)/νFν(6 µm)) is −0.41 for type 1 objects
and −0.63 for type 2. This would not change strongly replac-
ing the few lower limits by detections (Fig. 6). The key point

Fig. 6. Histograms showing for the two Seyfert types the logarithm
of the ratio between intrinsic hard X-ray flux and 6 µm AGN contin-
uum. Dark shadings indicates objects with upper limits for the 6 µm
continuum, i.e. lower limits for the ratio shown.

is not the small difference found, which might even be reduced
slightly if some of the Sy 2 limits were replaced by detections
or with full correction for stellar continuum, it is the failure to
detect a strong and significant difference in the opposite direc-
tion. If the mid-infrared continuum in Seyfert 2s is suppressed
by a factor of ∼8 (Clavel et al. 2000), the hard X/IR ratio
should be higher by the same factor compared to Seyfert 1s.
While our targets are from a heterogeneous set of ISO observ-
ing programs, they do not represent a preselection by mid-IR
flux which may affect such a comparison. The main observ-
ing programs involved did not invoke such a selection. A major
part, e.g., is formed by objects from the CfA sample (Huchra
& Burg 1992). Also, for example, most AGN from the hard
X-ray selected sample of Piccinotti et al. (1982) are included.
As discussed by Maiolino & Rieke (1995), samples like the
CfA one may be biased against obscured objects and thus not
reproduce the real fractions of Seyfert types. Our analysis nor-
malizing to intrinsic X-rays should be robust to such effects as
long as reaching lower but still significant numbers of obscured
systems.

In unified schemes (e.g. Antonucci et al. 1993), the dif-
ference between Seyfert types is due to effects of viewing in-
trinsically similar objects from different directions, because an
anisotropic distribution of absorbing material (e.g. the “torus”)
absorbs, scatters, and reprocesses the direct AGN light. In the
most simple version, a central very small source (also emitting
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Fig. 7. Ratio of intrinsic hard X-ray flux and 6 µm AGN continuum,
plotted as a function of X-ray absorbing column.

the X-rays) illuminates a torus-like geometrically and optically
thick dusty structure. Radiative transfer models of the emis-
sion from a geometrically and optically thick torus (e.g. Pier
et al. 1992; Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson 1995; Granato et al.
1997; Nenkova et al. 2002) predict a strong anisotropy of the
mid-infrared emission. The unified model in this case clearly
predicts for Seyfert 2 galaxies a higher ratio of absorption cor-
rected X-ray emission and mid-infrared continuum.

In a simple unified scheme invoking a torus, the ratio of in-
trinsic hard X-ray to observed mid-IR emission will increase
from a fully face-on to a fully edge-on view. The difference
between type 1s and type 2s could hence be masked if the
type 2s in the sample were preferentially objects with still rel-
atively low obscuring columns, likely seen at intermediate an-
gles. While we had to exclude fully Compton-thick Sy 2s from
the comparison because of the impossibility to derive an ab-
sorption corrected X-ray flux, they form well below half of the
Sy 2 sample (5 of 38, more could be among the 11 type 2 ob-
jects where the absorbing column is undetermined or only a
limit to the 2−10 keV flux available). Abandoning for a mo-
ment the normalization to X-rays, we have compared the av-
erage ratio of 6 µm AGN continuum to 6.2 µm PAH feature
for the Seyfert 2’s without intrinsic X-ray flux in our sample
and the ones where an intrinsic flux could be derived. Both
using the measurements/limits in Table 1 and using the raw
measurements, the median AGN continuum to PAH ratio is
only insignificantly (∼20%) smaller for the 16 type 2 objects
without intrinsic X-ray flux. With all caveats of normalizing
to the PAHs rather than to intrinsic X-rays, this tentatively
indicates that in a complete Sy 2 sample including the fully
Compton-thick objects the mid-infrared AGN continuum will
not be much lower.

More insight can be obtained from plotting the ratio of
X-ray and mid-infrared emission versus the X-ray absorbing
column (Fig. 7). Column densities above 1023 cm−2 are well

populated but do not show the upturn in the hard X/Mid-IR ra-
tio expected at high columns in the simple unified scheme. In
a naive foreground screen the optical depth at 6 µm exceeds
one already below 1023 cm−2. Radiative transfer in different
more realistic “torus” geometries (see the large range in the
models cited above) will predict different magnitudes of this
effect and place it at different column densities. For example,
a strong and fairly sharp upturn at NH ∼ 6 × 1023 cm−2 is ex-
pected for the best fitting tapered disk model 5e of Efstathiou &
Rowan-Robinson (1995). Placing predictions of future torus
models on a fully empirical diagram like Fig. 7 should pro-
vide a valuable test of such models that does not make direct
assumptions on viewing angles. Observationally, population of
the columns around and above 1024 cm−2 will be important to
characterize the effect of missing the most absorbed objects in
a sample like ours.

One possibility why we fail to observe the expected signa-
ture of a torus is that much of the mid-infrared emission is from
a more extended region emitting isotropically, and overwhelm-
ing a possible anisotropic emission. Observations have shown
this to be the case for the 10 µm emission of NGC 1068 where
at least two thirds of the emission comes from an extended
region overlapping the Narrow Line Region (e.g., Cameron
et al. 1993; Bock et al. 1998) rather than a compact parsec-
scale torus. A similar result (at least 27% extended emission)
has recently been found for NGC 4151 (Radomski et al. 2003).
High resolution observations and mid-infrared interferometry
with large telescopes should be able to test in the near fu-
ture whether the same applies to other Seyferts. This scenario
of (mostly) larger scale and isotropic AGN continuum at first
glance contradicts the results of Clavel et al. (2000), however,
who find in their large aperture ISOPHOT-S data a ∼8 times
lower AGN continuum to host PAH ratio in Seyfert 2s com-
pared to Seyfert 1s. They ascribed this to orientation effects in
a unified scenario, of a magnitude significantly larger than sug-
gested earlier by Heckman (1995) and Maiolino et al. (1995).
Much of their result could be an AGN luminosity effect rather
than an orientation effect, though. Some of the relevant diag-
nostics are shown in Figs. 8 to 10 and Table 2 for our sample
which has a significant overlap with the Clavel et al. (2000)
sample. The distributions of PAH luminosities for the two types
are consistent (Fig. 8), but the caveat that only upper limits
to the 6.2 µm PAH are available for many of the strong con-
tinuum Sy 1s has to be noted. This result means there are no
obvious differences in the host properties as probed by the
PAH emission, although some differences (as suggested e.g. by
Maiolino et al. 1995) might be hidden by the many PAH up-
per limits, or by sample and physical aperture size (distance)
mismatch between the two types. We note that upper limits
also apply to the 6.2 and 7.7 µm PAH features in many ob-
jects presented by Clavel et al. (2000), rather than detections
reported through their method of including only positive flux
above the noisy continuum into their PAH fluxes. For our sam-
ple, both the mid-infrared continuum luminosities (Fig. 9) and
the absorption corrected X-ray luminosities (Fig. 10) are larger
in Seyfert 1s than in Seyfert 2s. Reflecting the luminosity dif-
ferences, a difference is also seen in the distance distributions
(Fig. 2). All that argues that a difference in PAH equivalent
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Table 2. Properties of the type 1 and type 2 objects. The numbers quoted refer to the combination of detections and limits (see Figs. 6 to 10 for
the fraction of limits which is highest among the Sy 1 PAH luminosities). Distances refer to the full sample, all others to the part with extinction
corrected hard X-ray data (32 type 1, 23 type 2).

Property Seyfert 1 Seyfert 2

Median Disp. Median Disp.

log (Distance) [Mpc] 2.00 0.50 1.68 0.61

log (6.2 µm PAH luminosity) [erg s−1] (41.88) (0.85) 41.50 0.99

log (AGN continuum luminosity νLν(6 µm)) [erg s−1] 43.88 0.84 43.20 1.00

log (Extinction corrected 2−10 keV luminosity) [erg s−1] 43.39 0.99 42.64 1.07

log (F(2−10 keV)/µFν(6 µm)) −0.41 0.40 −0.63 0.69

Fig. 8. Distribution of luminosities of the 6.2 µm PAH emission fea-
ture. Dark shading indicates upper limits.

width between Seyfert 1s and 2s, found by Clavel et al. (2000),
and also seen in our data (compare Fig. 8 and Fig. 9), can be
largely due to the Seyfert 1 part of the samples representing
both higher AGN luminosities and higher AGN/host luminos-
ity ratios. This is a natural consequence of many AGN sam-
ples, including ones driving the selection of ISO observations,
being biased in favour of more distant type 1 objects (see dis-
cussion in Maiolino & Rieke 1995). Explaining our results by
a dominant component of isotropic mid-infrared emission thus
remains viable. We emphasise that a minor strongly anisotropic
mid-infrared component may be present without affecting our
analysis.

Another factor masking the signature of unification in the
mid-IR to hard X-ray ratios could be uncertainties in the

Fig. 9. Distribution of luminosities of the 6 µm AGN continuum. Dark
shading indicates upper limits.

absorption correction of the X-ray fluxes. While we have ar-
gued above that they may contribute to the increased scatter
observed for the type 2 objects, we see no evidence for a sys-
tematic offset, which would also have profound implications
on estimates of the energy budget of obscured X-ray sources.
Similar arguments apply to scatter induced by intrinsic vari-
ations of the AGN spectral energy distributions between the
hard X-rays and the wider spectral range that is heating dust.
Finally, the strategy of our comparison relies on the assump-
tion of isotropic X-ray emission (once considering the absorp-
tion corrections). If X-rays were emitted anisotropically and if
there were alignment between the structures causing this X-ray
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Fig. 10. Distribution of extinction corrected hard X-ray luminosities.

anisotropy and a torus absorbing/emitting anisotropically in the
mid-IR, the expected difference in the ratio of hard X and mid-
IR emission could cancel largely.

Our results suggest that local, mostly moderate luminos-
ity, Seyferts do not show the behaviour expected if their mid-
infrared emission were dominated by a compact, anisotropi-
cally emitting torus. This adds to evidence that the most simple
version of a unified scheme, in which all AGN at all luminosi-
ties are governed by such a structure, is not applicable. Recent
deep X-ray and mid-IR surveys indicate significant differences
in the evolution of high luminosity type 1 and lower luminosity
type 2 populations that cannot be reconciled with a single type
of obscuring structure in AGN of all luminosities and redshifts
(e.g. Franceschini et al. 2002).

4. Conclusions

We have used spectral decomposition of a large sample of
ISO spectra of AGNs to isolate the AGN 6 µm continua. We
compare these mid-infrared continua to intrinsic hard X-ray
fluxes from the literature, assumed to be a fair isotropic mea-
sure of AGN luminosity. Due to this normalization, our com-
parison can test AGN properties and unification aspects with-
out the level of sensitivity to selection biases (e.g. luminosities,
ratio of type 1 and type 2 objects in the sample) that is found
in comparisons of absolute quantitities or of normalizations to
non-AGN quantitities. The main results are:

(1) Mid-infrared and intrinsic X-ray fluxes correlate, but with
significant scatter. Ratios vary by more than an order of

magnitude, the dispersion in the log is 0.4 for Seyfert 1
and 0.69 for Seyfert 2 galaxies. Main contributors to this
spread likely include variations in the AGN spectral energy
distribution and geometry of obscuring dust, as well as the
effects of AGN variability.

(2) There is no significant difference between type 2 and type 1
in the average ratio of X-ray and mid-infrared continuum,
in contrast to expectations from unified scenarios invok-
ing an optically and geometrically thick torus emitting
anisotropically in the mid-IR. Most likely, this is due to
a large contribution from extended dust components emit-
ting more isotropically. This will dilute anisotropic emis-
sion that, however, may still be present at lower levels.
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Appendix A: Notes on selected objects

NGC 1808 is believed to host both a strong spatially extended
starburst (e.g. Krabbe et al. 1994) and possibly a weak and
likely fading AGN (e.g. Bassani et al. 1999), although the
X-ray luminosity is low enough to overlap the regime of (also
variable) non-AGN Ultraluminous X-ray Sources (ULX). Such
objects are found at non-nuclear positions in other starbursting
objects (Fabbiano et al. 2003). Because of the combination of
strong star formation and weak AGN, the limit on AGN con-
tinuum is far off the correlation between mid-IR and X-rays.
NGC 1667 is likely another example of a fading “fossil” AGN
(Bassani et al. 1999), introducing additional uncertainty on the
AGN contribution at different wavelengths. For example, if the
AGN is turning off the apparently high NH may be an artifact
of the reflected component remaining visible longer.
NGC 4945 The 6 µm continuum is high compared to the av-
erage starburst, but not at the level of a significant detection
of the AGN continuum given the scatter in starburst proper-
ties. The mid-IR weakness and corresponding location in our
diagrams is certainly in part due to the foreground extinction
which is high even in the mid-infrared in this system (Spoon
et al. 2000). A high resolution mid-IR image, if possible out-
side the silicate band, is needed to break the ambiguity of both
this result and the low resolution mid-IR imaging of Krabbe
et al. (2001), and reach a mid-IR detection of the AGN.
NGC 6240 is one of the sources deviating most from the cor-
relation, in the sense of high X-ray and low mid-IR. This could
include a contribution of adopting a high estimate for the intrin-
sic X-ray emission (cf. also the lower estimate of Ikebe et al.
2000), and the likely noticeable obscuration of the 6 µm con-
tinuum in this object. See Lutz et al. (2003) for a full discussion
of the mid-infrared properties.
Mrk 463 has a very strong mid-IR AGN continuum but the rel-
atively lowest absorption corrected hard X-ray emission com-
pared to the average relation. The X-ray column may be under-
estimated.
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